FREEHOLDERS
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be used to support St. Louis County
government, the proposed fire service, and
some municipal programs.
The existing one percent local sales tax
would be reallocated drastically. Town and
Country currently is a point-of-sale city,
retaining the local tax collected on sales
within its boundaries. Most cities and the
unincorporated area of the County share
the tax generated outside point-of-sale
cities on a per capita basis. Under the
Freeholders' plan, all cities would retain 25
percent of the tax generated within their
boundaries and share the rest on a per capita
basis.
The effect of such a reallocation on the
existing Town and Country would be to
deprive it of significant revenue. With the
expanded population of the proposed Town
and Country, however, the point-of-sale
benefits would disappear.
The impact on the property tax cannot be
fully assessed until the City receives the
proposed financial profile associated with the
plan. For 1988, residents will pay 53¢ per
$100 assessed valuation to Town and
Country and 67¢ to St. Louis County. Under
the proposal, they would pay 15¢ to Town
and Country, 15¢ to St. Louis County, and
17¢ to their new fire district. Preliminary
figures, however, have indicated that the City
may need 66¢ or even 92¢ to cover the costs
for the proposed city.
Another major feature of the plan is the
reorganization of the forty-two fire protection
services into four fire districts. This would
remove fire protection from municipal
control in Town and Country and require
the uncompensated transfer of municipal fire
stations to the fire districts.
Finally, while municipalities would have
zoning control generally, the St. Louis
County Council could overturn local zoning
that is materially inconsistent with a St Louis
County plan. Over the years Town and
Country officials have had differences with
County officials on zoning matters in
neighboring unincorporated areas.
More information on the Freeholder plan
will appear in the next issue of Coun try
Times.
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Flag Presentation

The Missouri flag that was raised above the state capitol on May 20, 1988 , was
presented to the City of Town and Country in September by State Representatives Walt
Mueller, R-93rd District, left, and Raymond (Bill) Hand, R-90th District. Mayor Alan C.
Wheeler accepted the flag on the city's behalf and the state certification, signed by Gov.
John Ashcroft. I nscribed in Latin on the red, white and blue flag with Missouri emblem are
the words "The will of the people is the supreme l aw of the land."

--

Health Tests for Elderly

Senior citizens in Town and Country are invited to make an appointment for free blood
pressure, blood sugar, stool test for hidden blood, EKG, hemoglobin and visual acuity tests
through a service offered by the St. Louis County Health Department.
The citizens must be at least 60 years of age and those under close medical
supervision for treatment of high blood pressure, heart problems or diabetes will be
tested only if their doctors feel that the test results will be helpful.
Those with abnormal test results will be referred to their doctors or available medical
facilities for follow-up.
The testing is done by appointment on specific days. The location closest to Town and
Country is the Kirkwood United Methodist Church, 201 West Adams. Sessions are held the
second Wednesday of each month. For an appointment, call 854-6670.
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